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RISK WARNING
Investments and income arising from
them can fall as well as rise in value.
Past performance and forecasts are not
reliable indicators of future results and
performance. There is an extra risk of
losing money when shares are bought
in some smaller companies. Redmayne
Bentley has taken steps to ensure the
accuracy of the information provided.
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You would be hard pushed to
find someone that has not heard
of the microchip. Since the dawn
of the portable calculator, they
have become commonplace
in homes around the world.
‘Moore’s Law’ – the prediction
that computing power doubles
every two years – has seen chips
become smaller and more
powerful and extended their
use into a wider spectrum of
devices. PCs, phones and even
some watches have the ability to
perform functions once reserved
for supercomputers under
the lock and key of specialist
laboratories.
Today, you might find a microchip
just about anywhere as we live in
a data rich world that is becoming
ever more connected. The more
data that is created, the more
technology is produced to monetise
this data. This perpetual cycle has
given rise to a lesser known term,
the internet of things (IoT), aptly
named to describe the network of
physical objects that are embedded
with sensors, microchips and
software to connect and exchange
data with other physical objects
(A.K.A. “things”).
Imagine your car is stuck in a
traffic jam. Your smartphone will
tell all the other phones around
it to take an alternative route.
Sound farfetched? This has been
happening for some years now
for users of Google Maps. Now
imagine how this function can be
harnessed by other technologies.
One can imagine your fridge
detecting the longevity of vegetables

from one supermarket to the next,
giving consumers a more informed
choice on their grocery shopping.
Already, many fridges can tell you
when you’re running low on an item
before adding it to your next online
order. For some this might be a
step too far in privacy terms, but
it is astonishing nonetheless (See:
The Internet of Things – Are
We the Customer or Are We the
Product?)
Perhaps a more widely-known use
of microchips is in the automotive
sector. We have all seen the
technology in our cars come on
in leaps and bounds over the
last decade. Satellite navigation,
driving analytics and voice
control functions all rely heavily
on the astounding revolution in
semiconductor technology. From
Vauxhall Corsas to Ferrari F8s, the
requirements of the consumer don’t
discriminate (See: Stalling the
Automotive Sector). At the turn
of the millennium, the average cost
of electronics in a car was around
18% of the total. Today it represents
40%. It seems horsepower is being
swapped for chip power.
The recent chip shortage,
explored by my colleagues in
this publication, has caused a
conundrum for carmakers (See:
The Chip Shortage). But it has
also created an opportunity for
investors, and if nothing else, it has
demonstrated the dominant role
that these pieces of silicon continue
to play in our lives. Oil might be
dead, but a new sheriff is in town.
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STOCK FOCUS
STALLING THE
AUTOMOTIVE SECTOR

In the bumpy and uncertain course the automotive
sector charges down, the recent semiconductor shortage
represents another hazard. The shift towards green
energy and the electrification of transport was already
tearing up the rule book for car manufacturers before
COVID-19 emerged to halt production.
The clouds seemed to be parting as the global economy arose
from its lockdown stillness, but the semiconductor shortage
has clobbered the industry back on to its knees. Carmakers
including Nissan, Toyota and Ford have closed plants due to
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the shortages, with the inevitable costs and lost income rising
into the billions.
Carmakers around the world had been warning about the
impact of shortages of semiconductors for months, and with
the Chinese car industry having the first-mover advantage, it
seems to have amassed a large proportion of the available stock
of semiconductors. Once again, the economic centre of gravity
continues to shift relentlessly towards the East.
But, as with most things in life, it is not all doom and gloom.
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A strong bounce-back in new car registrations in the UK over
the last month has led the Society of Motors Manufactures and
Traders to raise its sales outlook for the year to 1.86 million,
of which 15% are anticipated to be either pure electric cars or
rechargeable hybrids. While these figures remain below the
long-term average, they are unquestionably moving in the right
direction. Furthermore, the latest US consumer price data
witnessed the price for used cars and trucks jump by 10% in
April alone. Car manufacturers and dealers are clearly willing
and able to squeeze the pent-up consumer demand, aiming to
recoup any lost income from the washout that was 2020.
Investors are tasked with weighing-up the contrasting
forces outlined above; namely, the exciting electric-inspired
road revolution, which is a magnet for capital, and the
semiconductor shortage and diesel-decline.
One company which may be expected to successfully manage
this crisis is Ferrari. One of the most established automobile
manufactures in the world, Ferrari possesses a heritage and
brand-awareness which is second-to-none. The red of Ferrari
is instantly recognisable and pervades class, success, and
luxury.
But there was no class in Ferrari pushing-back its 2022
financial targets for a further 12 months, blaming delayed
deliveries of new models, uncertainty surrounding Formula 1
and branding. Plus, although the company plans to deliver its
first electric car by 2025, it seems to be living in the past with
its determination to maintain the combustion engine at the
crux of its operations. The continued search for a new CEO
only adds to complications.
The delaying of investments and profitability targets puts a
dent in the company’s high-quality armour and the c.10%
drop in the share price since the announcement illustrates
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shareholders’ disappointment with the news. However, the
semiconductor shortage and consequential delivery and
production delay perversely supports the management team’s
long-term vision. There will always be a demand for Ferraris
and the order-book is currently standing at record levels. Hence,
this forced delay in production and restraint on supply only
serves to enrich the extravagance and rareness of the red
supercar.
Additionally, looking at Ferrari through a quantitative lens
makes far better reading; the company has an Earnings Before
Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, and Amortization (EBITDA)
margin and Return on Equity (ROE) which tower above rivals,
while its leverage position is considerably safer than that of its
competitors. Furthermore, Ferrari has posted a mesmeric 21%
sales growth over the past five years; after-all, who doesn’t
want to own a Ferrari?
Clinging to its cherished history will leave Ferrari investors
proud, but the market is anticipating bumps in the road with
ROE expected to decline over the next two years. The launch
of the Purosangue SUV in 2022 could yet be the saving grace
to reinvigorate growth.
The shares are currently looking frothy and are changing
hands for a monstrous 49x present earnings. Such
fundamentals paint Ferrari as an outlier in the auto sector
but seem more commonplace in the luxury goods sector. The
business may have its head in the former, but its heart certainly
lies with the latter.
Please note that this communication is for information only and
does not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell the shares of the
investments mentioned.
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CHIP SHORTAGE

The semiconductor chip shortage is
not an event that many would have
seen coming or even cared about.
However, the global ramifications
have been, and will likely continue to
be, significant. Given the constantly
changing global environment
in which we find ourselves, the
importance of accurate forecasting
of demand is vital, not only to
companies selling products and
services but also their suppliers and
competitors. As with most recessions,
the forecasts for demand for the
majority of products fell significantly
as economists predicted badly
bruised economies and stretched
consumer purse strings.

While this did turn out to be somewhat
correct, the rapid rebound and
impressive resilience of consumer
spending surprised many, with
demand quickly returning to normal
for many products given the plethora
of governmental support. As such, any
fall in demand for new smartphones
or cars rapidly picked back up, causing
mild panic across various industries
over whether they would be able to meet
demand given the low forecast order
numbers they had lodged with their
suppliers.

semiconductor, with the ever-smaller
chips now used in cars, data centres and
alarm clocks amongst others. Its variable
and wide-ranging usage now makes it
one of the most essential components to
our daily lives, with the pandemic only
fuelling this reliance further.
Microchips have evolved the transport
sector from a means to travel between
A and B to a fully integrated experience
that allows the driver more freedom and
enjoyment through large touch screen
displays and self-driving capabilities.
This has of course meant that the
industry has become increasingly reliant
on such chips to develop and finish their
cars, with the products now a mission
critical part of the manufacturing

Semiconductors were of course at the
forefront of such problems. In recent
decades, the increasing prevalence
of technology has given rise to the

CHANGE IN LEAD TIMES (WEEKS)

Chart 1 – Average semiconductor lead times for main semiconductor groupings from Jan-April 2021
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process. The shortage has, then, become
a major issue for many companies, with
BMW and Jaguar Land Rover both
announcing closures to their UKbased facilities due to the crisis. While
these are only planned for a handful of
weeks, it could mean delays to customer
orders and a loss of reputation for both
companies.
There is a light at the end of the tunnel,
however, with Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company (TSMC),
the world’s largest chip manufacturer,
signalling that it believes that it will
be able to catch up with automotive
demand by June. While this may seem
ambitious and automobile manufacturers
will likely continue feel the effects
towards the latter stages of 2021, a
greater understanding of the situation
and a slowdown in lead times will help
companies plan for the coming months.
Given the almost complete pick up
of working from home (WFH) as
companies adapt to the new COVID-19
reality, at least in the short-term, the
demand for home working infrastructure
has significantly increased. While this
does cover the more obvious areas

such as computers and WiFi, it also
requires newer realms of the working
environment, most notably, data centres.
As the general public continues to WFH,
firms become increasingly reliant on
cloud computing, the way in which
files and data are saved that allows
access from any location, as long as you
have an internet connection. This has
fuelled the demand for data centres, the
location in which such data is stored and
unsurprisingly such locations require
a large number of highly complex
microchips.
Given then, the significant demand
increase, not only from forecast levels
but also pre-pandemic levels, the price
of semiconductors increased sharply
during 2020, bucking the trend of a
long-term slowdown in prices. The
supply/demand imbalance has helped
to create a perfect storm for companies
operating within the industry, with
prices rising and demand skyrocketing,
semiconductor stocks have performed
extremely well over the past two years,
far outperforming their relative indices.
This is, however, not a short-term
phenomenon. Semiconductor stocks
have far outperformed their relevant

indices for some time now, given the
rising prevalence of their products
worldwide and their future application
across new and exciting areas of
technology such as AI and machine
learning.
While we would expect the effects of
the chip shortage to abate somewhat in
the coming months, the likelihood that
some companies could continue to run
into problems is likely to continue into
the initial months of 2022. While this
is unfortunate for the companies which
semiconductor companies supply, the
suppliers themselves are likely to benefit
from an enhanced demand runway into
next year and far beyond.
This does, however, highlight the
increasing importance of semiconductors
in our lives and the important role that
companies play in accurately forecasting
consumer demand. As chips become
ever more integral to supply chains and
future technologies, companies should
attempt to maximise supply in order to
keep up with demand and effectively
innovate within their respective
industries.

Chart 2 – Two-year performance graph S&P 500 index vs PHLX Semiconductor Index
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TOPIC OF THE
MONTH
THE INTERNET OF THINGS: ARE WE THE
CUSTOMER OR ARE WE THE PRODUCT?
The internet of things (IoT) essentially centres around
the concept of installing devices and components into
products that transmit data to the creators, allowing
them to alter the product to better meet customer
preferences. However, these devices can be used more
for the benefit of their developers rather than the users.
Notice how the terms customer and users were used
interchangeably, yet the people who use the product
day-to-day are not in fact the customers, they are the
product.
When we typically think about devices that are connected to
the internet, we think of smartphones, laptops and even smart
watches, but in the modern day, an extensive range of products
have similar capabilities. Many users think that their actions
of searching, liking and even speaking in the same room as
a device has no material impact or benefit to the companies
that sold the product to them, but they would be wrong. The
typical internet user in Europe generates around 30p per
minute for the big tech industry, with our US counterparts
generating around US$1 per minute. The confusion comes
from the fact that once a user has purchased an internet of
things product, they understand that to be the end of the
transaction.
Let us take the recent trend of smart speakers, the technology
where a user can request to purchase a product online, set up
a music playlist or even find out the weather forecast through
speaking to the device. If these products are plugged in,
they can decode, store and send the sounds they hear back
to their developers. These audio files are then broken down
by complex artificial intelligence systems to analyse key
words, patterns, and repeated requests. I am sure any reader
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will have experienced the feeling that someone is listening
to them, adverts can often appear freakishly topical to a
recent conversation you have had. While big data companies
have denied that your device is listening to your private
conversations, they know more about you than you realise by
tracking your online browsing and shopping.
Big tech companies take this constant feedback loop of
information transmitted from your home devices and figure
out ways they can capitalise on that data. The prime way
is advertising. Many of these tech companies are in the
advertising business. They sell data on their products’ users
to companies that wish to advertise their goods and services.
The tech companies can make increasingly larger profits and
charge high commissions to these companies as their adverts
are so specific to each user on an individual level, making the
user more inclined to consider a purchase.
But what is wrong with that? It sounds great that advertising
is more specific to us, in the sense that we are not exposed
to boring adverts outside of our preferences anymore, right?
Some insurance companies send out free exercise watches
after a person takes out an insurance policy with them. This
is marketed as an incentive to go with that company; a person
can now track their miles, their steps, and their calories burnt.
However, this inventive not for the benefit of the policy holder.
This in fact is a strategy used by life insurance companies to
evaluate whether a policy holder is remaining fit and healthy
enough to limit the risk to the company from a potential payout. In cases where the person is barely moving, heightened
heart rate etc. the insurance company will either use this
information to void the contract, or to raise the premium and
excess to the less active holder.
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Looking at the positive side to the internet of things, there are a
great number of advantages which these products can provide,
for example, the development of smart fridges. They can
analyse the contents of your fridge and recommend potential
meal options, or even make repeat online orders for the food
products which you use the most. The technology integrated
into trees in Paris ensures that the council can minimise
water waste by hydrating the trees only when required, saving
around two to three litres of water per day, equating to about
1p. Even looking at personal healthcare, with diabetes products
collecting data on a user’s blood sugar levels and then releasing
the adequate measurements of insulin into their bloodstream,
this can substantially improve an individual’s quality of life.
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The ulterior motive of corporations should not distract from
the benefits of this progress. In quite a timely manner, the
UK Government passed a new bill of law last year to increase
internet privacy. In the direct context of increasing IoT use,
the law now stipulates that all devices must have unique
passwords, IoT manufacturers must provide public support
in relation to vulnerable individuals and all devices must be
explicit on software updates and their timeliness. We expect
this awareness and regulation to increase as adoption of these
technologies takes hold.
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